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Abstract
Classical molecular dynamics methods can accurately describe a broad set of many-atoms
systems. Although more economical, the results given by this framework lack the precision capable of density functional theory (DFT). Therefore, the structural stability of
the B2 phase of a body-centered-cubic iron-vanadium (FeV) alloy using DFT on the electronic structure level is analyzed to verify and further explain classical results obtained
by our group in this same alloy. Using Quantum Espresso and Phonopy for the computational simulations, the plotted band structure, electronic density of states (eDOS), phonon
dispersions, charge density, and Fermi surfaces for various compressed unit cells are presented. The results obtained with PBE and PBEsol pseudopotentials show similarities in
their trends. However, the predicted parameters do not match, as seen in the high-pressure
phase transition, which is different by 20 GPa between PBE and PBEsol. The eDOS and
band structure display shiftings at the Fermi energy, meaning more electrons are available to
screen the ions’ movement. A comparison between density functional perturbation theory
(DFPT) and DFT results is made, and although the predicted outcome coincides, the way
the transitions appear differs from one another. Furthermore, the transition consequence
in the electrons is presented as a redistribution of charge in the second nearest neighbors of
vanadiums in the interstitial sites which may have a role explaining the difference between
the pressure predicted by DFT and the available experimental results at lower vanadium
concentrations.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Since the last decades of the 20th century, the development of better computational methods in terms of accuracy and necessary resources have made ab-initio simulations the gateway to study and develop a broader number of materials. Their efficacy has allowed physicists, chemists, and material scientists to understand the different phenomena present at
the electronic level exhibited by alloys and compounds in scenarios of extreme temperature
and pressure, which can be, many times, not yet reachable with experimental methods.
Although the now achievable high computational power has made possible a more significant development in materials theory, but there are still many unknowns to unravel and
understand. These computational methods are helpful to predict physical quantities that
can, later on, be used in future multi-scale simulations [26].
Of the existing computational methods, Density Functional Theory (DFT) outstands among
them because of its relatively affordable cost and good agreement with experimental data.
Developed in the sixties to study non-degenerate ground states by Walter Kohn and Pierre
Hohenberg [16] and later extended by Walter Kohn and Lu Jeu Sham, who reduced the
many-electrons problem to a non-interacting system [21], DFT does not aim to solve the
Schrodinger equation numerically. Instead of looking for wavefunctions, the method uses a
functional approach to find the electronic density functional for the ground state.With it,
the ground state energy can be calculated and, from there, the desired quantities. However, DFT is not perfect: the actual form of the potential energy of the electrons is difficult
to approximate. The electronic cloud then can be treated as consisting of two regions
in the ”frozen core” approximation, which treats the electrons closest to the core as part
of it and thus negligible, making the outer electrons and their motion easier to model.
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This approximate form of the potential, called pseudopotential, is used to make the calculations more computationally efficient. However, this simplification has its challenges:
the pseudopotentials must approach the electron-electron interactions and their energetic
contributions to the problem, such as the exchange-correlation. The most common approximations for this are the local-density approximation (LDA) and the generalized gradient
approximation (GGA). Examples of pseudopotentials that use these approximations are
the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) and the revised version for solids of PBE (PBEsol).
Even though the existing problems in DFT, it is still a reliable method for electronic structure analysis, which is necessary to understand the consequences in a structure created by
external means such as pressure, temperature, or electric or magnetic fields.
More often than not, the availability of resources is one of the most critical barriers to overcome. Unfortunately, plenty of resources are required, making supercomputers a necessity
that is not easy to satisfy. DFT, although relatively affordable, still requires heavy calculations that will take months for a regular computer. Because of this, there is a constant
development of novel methods to avoid the need for supercomputers. With that in mind,
the harmonic ensemble lattice dynamics (HELD) method [6] was developed in our group
to extract lattice vibrations using the Born-von Kárman model, calculating the necessary
force constants to get the frequencies of phonon dispersions at finite temperatures. With
the ability to consider up to the fifth nearest neighbor in the force-constants calculations,
HELD does not require the DFT self-consistent calculation used by other programs like
Phonopy; this is an improvement, as classical molecular dynamics are cheaper to calculate.
It is still necessary to test HELD with different atomic systems to validate and debug
the code as a recently created methodology. The material selected for that task was a
B2 body-centered-cubic (BCC) structure of the iron vanadium (FeV) alloy immersed in
extreme temperature and pressure. This material is widely used in the industry nowadays. The addition of vanadium to iron has the property to strengthen the steel, making it
more torsion- and temperature-resistant [12], which makes it useful for structural and tool
steel, applications that make up approximately 30% of the used steel in the United States
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[40]. Moreover, the high-vanadium-percentage alloys have also increased the attention to
other applications, like fusion reactors. Its qualities of strength at elevated temperatures,
lower thermal expansion coefficient, high thermal conductivity, and its natural opposition
to becoming radioactive make it an ideal candidate to improve the reactors’ wall-load and
lifetime capability [26].
The predicted HELD behavior of the FeV shows phonon softening of the transverse acoustical mode TA M−
5 under high pressure (fig. 1.1a) . However, once the temperature increases
to 300 K (fig. 1.1b), the mode shifts its frequency back to a positive value, recovering the
original cubic structure, behaving in a shape-memory alloy fashion.

Figure 1.1: Phonon modes predicted by the HELD framework
These results are satisfactory, as they prove the method works. However, classical potentials (the ones used by HELD) lack the precision to make a complete electronic structure
analysis, which is necessary to understand the stability recovery predicted at high temperatures. So then, the motivation of this work’s DFT calculations serves two purposes: the
first, to obtain a comprehensive understanding of the electronic structure behavior of the
FeV at high pressures, which implies a detailed analysis of the density of states, the electronic band structure, the Fermi surface, the charge density, and especially the instability
3

due to phonon mode anharmonic softening in the FeV system; and secondly, to compare
the predictions of HELD to the ones obtained with DFT as the initial part of a two-step
process: studying only the extreme pressure scenario (this work) to later switch to pressure
and finite temperature affecting the system.
These electronic level phenomena, such as the number of occupied bands, contain information on how the electrons are affected after pressure compresses the structure. For example,
as the interatomic distance decreases, the number of electrons at the highest occupied orbital will increase. In addition, the pressure can push several phonon modes into imaginary
frequencies, which translates as a phase transition: they will only turn negative when the
atomic movement is big enough to disrupt them from their positions. The analysis presented in this work focuses on the changes at the electronic level that lead to a predicted
structural transition, reached by decreasing the lattice parameter in our computational
simulations. Comparing the results with previously published time-dependent DFT data,
which predicts a slightly different transition, complements the study’s motivation.
The results obtained are definitely of interest. Although pseudopotentials are well known
to be far from perfect, there should be a certain degree of consistency using different ones
in the same material. Such considerable discrepancies, as the different pressures for a phase
transition in FeV predicted by PBE or PBEsol, make it necessary to get experimental results to determine the most accurate one. There is undoubtedly a desire to always have
the completeness of experiments and simulation in science, but this might not be possible
in all cases for different reasons, thus researchers need reliable tools to carry on their work.
Differences like the ones presented here might rise the question if this happens normally
with other generally used or accepted methods.
The structure of this work comprehends four sections: chapter two contains all theories
meaningful to the project (physical, mathematical, and computational methods): electronic structure theory, including electronic bands, Fermi surface, electronic density of
states; phonon dispersion theory, and anharmonicity. It also contains the DFT formalism
within the Kohn-Sham formulation, the foundation for the PBE and PBEsol pseudopoten-
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tials, and the description of Quantum Espresso and Phonopy, the two computational suites
for electronic-structure calculations employed in the calculations. Chapter three presents
all the results obtained in graphs, images, and tables, followed by their interpretation and
analysis of the effects of pressure on the electronic structure. Finally, chapter four contains
the concluding remarks of the project.
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Chapter 2
Theoretical Framework
2.1
2.1.1

Periodic arrays of atoms and the reciprocal space
Crystals

Order states of matter have periodicity in the localization of their atoms. This pattern,
the lattice, plus the type(s) of atom(s) of the system give the characteristic properties of a
solid. Together, they form a crystal.
There are 14 distinct lattice types in three dimensions: the Bravais lattices. Among those
14, three are cubic systems: simple cubic (SC), body-centered cubic (BCC) and facecentered cubic (FCC). These systems are formed by the same type of atom. Closely related
is the B2 structure, who shares the basis of BCC, but the atom in the central part of the
structure is chosen to be different from the ones on the corners. It is normally constructed
with two SC cells (fig. 2.1).

Figure 2.1: B2 structure constructed with two overlapped SC structures.
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The Bravais lattices are generated with a collection of points represented by the primitive vectors
R = n1 a1 + n2 a2 + n3 a3 ,

(2.1)

where the ai ’s are the primitive vectors and the ni ’s are integers. Thus it is possible to
displace from one point to another using eq. 2.1. The ai ’s need not to be orthogonal, this
will vary depending on the type of lattice (e.g. the honeycomb lattice). In the case of bcc,
these are
a1 = ax̂,

a
a3 = (x̂ + ŷ + ẑ)
2

a2 = aŷ,

(2.2)

The complete lattice can be divided into multiple parallelepipeds with the primitive vectors
as vertices. This geometrical construction have the ability to fill the entire space without
any overlapping or voids and are called primitive unit cells. They contain only one lattice
point in a minimum-volume shape. The symmetry of the unit cell can be identical to
the one of the lattice,. In physics the Wigner-Seitz cell is a common choice of choosing a
primitive cell [18, 3].

Figure 2.2: Wigner-Seitz primitive lattice of BCC.

2.1.2

Reciprocal space

Bravais lattices are real space constructions. A plane wave of shape eik·r passing thru the
crystal is, in general, not of the same periodicity of the lattice, but it is possible to find
7

wave vectors k that indeed imprint the desired periodic behavior into the wave. This set
of K’s form the reciprocal lattice of the Brillouin zone, that is, only if
eik·(r+R) = eik·r

(2.3)

its satisfied (i.e. eik·r = 1). This reciprocal space is also spanned by a set of primitive
vectors
k = k1 b1 + k2 b2 + k3 b3 ,

(2.4)

which in turn can be generated using the real-space primitive vectors ai ’s using
b1 = 2π

a3 × a1
a1 × a2
a2 × a3
, b2 = 2π
, b3 = 2π
a1 · (a2 × a3 )
a1 · (a2 × a3 )
a1 · (a2 × a3 )

(2.5)

The primitive cell defined by eqs. 2.5 in the reciprocal lattice is the Brillouin zone, which
is a geometrical description of the Bragg’s diffraction condition 2k · G = G2

2.2

Electronic level phenomena

The discovery of subatomic particles and the development of quantum mechanics meant,
and still means, a significant interest in figuring out materials’ behavior depending on the
phase or the external conditions imposed on them. However, only at the electronic level can
this behavior be understood entirely, as the electronic interaction between atoms contains
the information on the structural changes.

2.2.1

Electronic band structure

Niels Bohr proposed quantized orbits in its atomic model back in the early days of the
last century. His theory related the atomic stability with ”stationary states”, allowing only
specific electron orbits to prevent their collapse into the nucleus. This idea was lather
developed using wavefunctions. The energetic levels in an atom are also quantized; for a
given n, the eigenstates and eigenvalues are periodic functions of k in the reciprocal lattice:
Ei,k+K = Ei,k
8

(2.6)

Thus, a family of continuous functions Ei,k each with the periodicity of the reciprocal lattice,
describes the energy levels of an atom in a periodic potential. The information contained
in them is the band structure of the solid [3].
This band representation is essential for electrical conductivity because they control the
behavior of the solids: when filled, they produce insulators, as electrons cannot move if an
electric field is applied; when partially filled, conductors appear because the charges can
now move from one to another, and slightly filled or slightly empty create semiconductors
[18].
To explain the band structure, typically, the nearly-free electron model approach is taken,
where the wavefunction has a form of
ψk (r) = exp(ik · r);

(2.7)

Bloch’s theorem states that the translation operators Tˆn varies between cells in a crystal,
mathematically:
Tˆn ψ(r) = ψ(r + Tn ) = ψ(r) exp (ik · Tn ).

(2.8)

From Eq. (2.8) the wavefunctions can be written as
ψk (r) = exp (ik · r)uk (r).

(2.9)

where uk (r) is periodic. In the case of a large crystal, ∆k → 0, so the wavevector can be
considered continuous. For each of the values of k, there is a discrete set of eigenstates
(labeled by i ), leading to bands of eigenvalues εi,k [25]. Because each Ei (k) is continuous
and periodic, all the levels within the band lie between an upper and lower bound [3].
Also, using Bragg’s condition for reflection, it is possible to show that the first energy gap
occurs at k = ±π/a, the first Brillouin zone of the lattice. At those wavevectors, the wave
is stationary, which means it is possible to form it from two traveling waves:
ψ(x) = exp(±iπx/a) = cos (πx/a) ± i sin (πx/a),

9

(2.10)

and the waves are named positive and negative to difference their direction
ψ(+) = exp(iπx/a) + exp(−iπx/a) = 2 cos (πx/a)
(2.11)
ψ(−) = exp(iπx/a) − exp(−iπx/a) = 2i sin (πx/a),
There is also possible to find empty regions between filled bands, called band gaps, which
are a result of the interaction of the conduction electrons with the ion cores of the crystal,
and the different values of potential energy that waves of Ec. (2.11) create [18].
It is easier to understand the energetic behavior of the electrons when the bands are constricted only to the first Brillouin zone in the high-symmetry directions, which encloses all
necessary information in reciprocal space.
The SC directions, which are the important ones for this work, are Γ − X − M − Γ −
R − X | M − R (fig. 2.3)

Figure 2.3: Critical points simple cubic
Band structures graphs generally define the Fermi energy as 0 (i.e. substracting E−EF ),
so the analysis of the outer-shell electron is easier to perform.
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2.2.2

Electronic density of states

The density of states (DOS) gives the number of allowed independent-particle (electron)
states per unit of energy occupied in a crystal [33],
Z
1 X
Ωcell
n(E) =
dkδ(εi,k − E),
δ(εi,k − E) =
Nk i,k
(2π)d BZ

(2.12)

where εi,k denotes the energy of an electron or phonon. Eq. (2.12) gives the number of
independent-particle states per unit energy [25].
Moreover, the electron (or angular momentum) projected density of states (eDOS) is helpful
to obtain information and insight into materials analysis, like the surface bonding ability
in metals obtained with the projection onto the d-band, which determine their efficiency as
catalysts. Instead of analyzing the whole atom or crystal, the eDOS projects the DOS into
its components, considering the contribution of the atoms and their orbitals independently
[1]. Thus, the definition of the eDOS is
na (ε) =

X

|hi|ai|2 δ(ε − εa )

(2.13)

i

where the |ii’s are the solutions of the Hamiltonian and the sum is for all eigenstates. Ec.
(2.13) yields
1
na (ε) = − Im Gaa (ε)
π

(2.14)

Gaa (ε) is the projection on the adsorbate state of the single particle Green function,
Gaa (ε) =

1
ε − εa − q(ε)

(2.15)

Eqs. (2.14) and (2.15) produce the projected density of states:
na (ε) =

1
∆(ε)
,
π (ε − εa − Λ(ε))2 + ∆(ε)2

(2.16)

with ∆(ε) and Λ(ε) as
∆(ε) =

X

|Vak |2 δ(ε − εk ),

k

P
Λ(ε) =
π

Z

∆(ε0 ) 0
dε
ε − ε0
11

(2.17)

which are the real and imaginary parts of q(ε) = Λ(ε) − i∆(ε), the self-energy [28].
Sanchez-Portal et al. [36, 35] showed that it is possible to project the eigenfunctions
obtained with DFT to localized atomic-like-orbitals, which, in turn, allows the calculation
of properties like the eDos.

2.2.3

Fermi surface

Originally referred to as ”the surface of the Fermi distribution function” [17], the Fermi
surface, a reciprocal space phenomenon, separates the electrons in the occupied from the
unoccupied states at zero temperature with a topological surface of energy F . Its volume
and shape determine the electrical properties of a metal [18].
The Fermi surface has a spherical shape in the Sommerfeld free electron model. However,
the reality is rarely like this in metals, displaying intricate shapes with even more extravagant names (like superegg). As crystalline states are not isotropic, the presence of an
electric potential will modify the ideal spherical shape of the free-electron model [8].
Because of Pauli’s exclusion principle, electrons at the Fermi surface (of energy ∼ kB T )
cannot go deeper into the Fermi sea, as fermions cannot be in the same state.
Its shape has consequences on the ability of perturbations to be screened [8] and can also
provide information about metal’s electrical properties [43].
Also, the properties of the electrons will vary depending on their localization on the Fermi
surface [8]. When a magnetic field is applied, an electron riding the Fermi surface will
move in a curved trajectory, as the surface is of constant energy. The electrons can describe closed or open orbits and can be three different types: two types for closed orbits and
one for open. For closed orbits, they can be holelike, where the electrons move as positively
charged in vacant orbitals near almost filled bands, or electronlike if the trajectory of the
electron is around filled states. In open orbits, the electrons move from one zone to another
[18].
The Fermi surface affects the electron screening of metals significantly, which is modeled
by the dynamical susceptibility
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χ0 (q, ω) =

X
i,j,k

fik(1−fjk+q
× |Mik,jk+q (q)|2
j (k + q) − i (k) − ~ω

(2.18)

where q is a wavector of frequency ω, i, j are band indices, f is the Fermi-Dirac distribution
function, (k) is the electron energy band dispersion and Mik,jk+q are the elements of the
matrix
Mik,jk+q = hψik |e−iq·r |ψjk+q i

(2.19)

The surface is, after all, a discontinuity in the occupation of the Brillouin zone. Thus, it
introduces singularities in the susceptibility χ0 (q, ω), modifying the ability of the electrons
to screen external fields. These singularities may also predict the shape of the Fermi surface
[20].
A related phenomenon, the Fermi surface nesting, happens when different parts of the
Fermi surface coincide with a particular q-vector. Nesting is related to phonon softening,
like in the shape-memory alloy NiAl [42], and magnetic order.

2.3

Computational framework

As humanity’s understanding of physics evolves, so does the mathematics involved to explain the arising theories in science. This evolution, and the necessity of greater accuracy
in the results obtained, complicates (or even makes it impossible) to work in a completely
manual fashion. Therefore, a symbiosis between physics and computational techniques is
getting more predominant in science. Quantum mechanics is a clear example of this. For
example, the complexity of the wavefunctions obtained by the Schrodinger equation when
dealing with many-electrons systems obliges the development of more efficient methods to
compute results.
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2.3.1

Plane waves

In a single atom, the electronic orbitals have spherical symmetry, which means the radial
Schrödinger equation gives the wavefunctions. Numerically, two solutions, one calculated
forward from the origin and another backward from infinity, are matched in their amplitude
to find the correct answer. However, the spherical symmetry in polyatomic systems no
longer exists, so this two-solution approach for inner and outward radius is no longer
feasible. Instead, the problem is approached by taking a plane wave (PW) basis where
Bloch’s theorem imposes the periodicity in the wave functions uk (r) = uk (r + ai ) with ai
the lattice vector.
In constant external potentials, the PW are solutions of the Schrödinger equation. The
PWs are a solution only as a linear combination for the core regions. The wave functions
using this basis set are
(k)
ψj (r)

ik·r

=e

∞
X

Cjk (G)φG (r)

(2.20)

G=0

where k is a wave vector in the first BZ, G are reciprocal lattice vectors outside the BZ
[19].
Different methods of PW exist, and they are commonly used to develop the numerical
methods used in electronic level and solid-state calculations. For example, if chosen appropriately, the linear combination of plane waves and core wave functions can be orthogonal
to each other; using this PW produces the orthogonalized plane wave method (OPW) [19].
Another method is the projector augmented wave (PAW), which uses the entirety of the
electrons’ core functions with smooth parts of the valence functions. PAW adapts the OPW
method to use modern techniques introducing projectors and localized auxiliary functions
for the total energy. Furthermore, it keeps the all-electron wavefunction.
A linear transformation relates the valence wavefunction φ̃(r) and the all-electron valence
functions φ(r)
|ψi = |ψ̃i +

X

n
o
cm |ψm i − |ψ̃m i

m
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(2.21)

the coefficients cm are the projection in each sphere
˜
cm = hp̃m |psii

(2.22)

Quantum Espresso, a widely used open-source code for first-principles electronic-structure
calculations and materials modeling, is plane-wave (PW) based. Furthermore, it supports
the PAW PBE- and PBEsol-based pseudopotentials used for the calculations in this work.

2.3.2

Density-functional theory (DFT)

If one wanted to obtain information from quantum mechanics about the behavior of any
system, the Schrodinger many-body equation would have to be solved. A rather difficult
task, if not impossible, because the computational resources needed to solve the equation multiply rapidly as the number of electrons increases [22]. Thus, a different method
was necessary: Density Functional Theory (DFT) was first introduced in 1964 by Walter
Kohn and Pierre Hohenberg. They proposed a method where, instead of wavefunctions, a
functional F [n] of the electronic density in the ground state n(r) is found. From there, calculating the ground-state energy in an external potential field would be easier and cheaper
than solving the Schrodinger equation [16].
DFT is powerful and affordable compared to other methods to study large molecules: the
computational resources grow as the third power of the electrons involved, instead of doing
it exponentially as different quantum chemistry approaches (like the configuration interaction method) [2], this characteristic allows supercell arrays of up to hundreds of atoms.
Mathematically, the Hohenberg–Kohn theorems are the fundamental foundation of DFT.
The first one states the ground-state electron density n(r) determines the external potential of an interacting system of electrons; therefore, it is possible to derive the Hamiltonian
and all the necessary physical properties of the system from it. The second one states the
ground-state energy E0 is a functional of the electron density Ev0 [n], so the only way to
solve for it is if, and only if, the actual electron density of the ground state is found, that is
E0 = Ev0 [n0 ] < Ev0 [n].
15

(2.23)

For energetically higher states, it is possible to write the energy functional using the Hohenberg–Kohn functional F [n] as
Z

d3 rv0 (r)n(r),

Ev0 [n] = F [n] +

(2.24)

where F [n] is given by
F [n] = hΨ[n] | T̂ + V̂ee | Ψ[n]i ,

(2.25)

here Ψ[n] is the N-electron wave function which yields the density n(r) and minimizes
the expectation value of T̂ + V̂ee . The obtained results have the form of a single-particle
Schrodinger equation. Although elegant, the density dependence of the functional F is not
exactly known, and the approximations for it are limited in their applicability. However, the
Hohenberg-Kohn theorem also allows for the creation of an effective single-particle model
where it is possible to find n(r) and the energy of many-interacting electron systems. This
approach leads to the so-called Kohn-Sham equations, which have the form of a singleparticle Schrödinger equation:



∇2
+ vs(r) φi (r) = εi φi (r)
−
2

(2.26)

In this case, the electron density, calculated from the N single-particle orbitals occupied in
the ground-state Slater determinant, is
n(r) =

occ
X

|ψi (r)|2

(2.27)

i

The main goal of this approach is to construct a single-particle potential vs (r) in which the
density of the non-interacting system equals the interacting one. This effective potential
has the form
Z
vs [n](r) = v(r) +

d3 r 0

n(r0 )
+ vxc [n](r)
|r − r0 |

(2.28)

where the exchange-correlation potential vxc is defined by
vxc [n](r) =

16

∂Exc [n]
∂n(r)

(2.29)

It is possible to solve these equations self-consistently in a more affordable way than other
methods in what is known as the Kohn-Sham scheme of density-functional theory [22]. This
method, exact for the ground-state, is also extended to excited energy states. However, this
generalization carries unknown energetic contributions: the exchange-correlation functional
defined as
Exc [n] = Exc [n] + T [n] − TR [n],

(2.30)

where T [n] is the ground state kinetic energy (including the electron-electron interaction)
and TR [n] is the non-interacting kinetic energy out of the ground state. This added term
to the total energy deals with the interaction between the electrons in the system [19].
Correlation and exchange can be treated as separate functionals, but this carries its consequences. Suppose the exchange energy is known exactly; in that case, it will make it
impossible to compensate for any error that could (or will) arise approximating the correlation energy. Approximations for both terms do exist, like the quantum Monte Carlo
simulations using homogeneous electron gas. Still, they also have limitations, like the electron densities being not as uniform as the homogeneous gas assumes. It is thus better to
account for the sum of the two terms to form the exchange-correlation energy EX + EC ,
which treats both similarly. Strongly correlated materials are a clear example of the systems affected by the exchange-correlation error of DFT [39].
The implementation of the Kohn-Sham scheme, even with its disadvantages, has been the
doorstep to use DFT in a very diverse set of situations, like the study of chemical reactions,
the structure of biomolecules, lattice structure calculations, phase transitions in solids, etc.
[2].

2.3.3

Functional approaches for the exchange-correlation energy

Ideally, a solving problem method aims to satisfy as many conditions as possible, so the
solution obtained closely agrees with the actual result. The reality, however, can be more
complicated than this, as DFT has shown. The difficulty in modeling the exact exchange-
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correlation interaction pushes scientists to compromise certain conditions to solve the problem in the most efficient way possible, especially as computational resources are essential
for DFT. Therefore, different functionals have tried to solve this problem numerous times
with distinct approaches.
Proposed by Kohn and Sham in 1964 [21], the local-density approximation (LDA) for inhomogeneous gases was the first functional used to approximate the exchange-correlation
energy
Z
Exc [n] =

n(r)εxc (n(r))dr

(2.31)

where xc (n) is the exchange and correlation energy per electron of a uniform electron gas.
If n(r) varies slowly, then Ec. 2.31 is sufficient to approximate that energy term.
The inhomogeneity of real gases causes problems in the LDA functional. One way to correct
the approximation is by carrying out a gradient expansion on the electronic density [3]. The
higher-order terms provide relevant contributions to describe the system more accurately,
creating the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) for the exchange-correlation. The
second-order gradient expansion has the form
Z
Z
4/3
EXC [ρ] = AXC [ρ]ρ(r) dr + CXC [ρ]|∇ρ(r)|2 /ρ(r)4/3 dr.

(2.32)

In the LDA case, only the first term of Eq. 2.32 is conserved.
LDA underestimates the exchange energy and overestimates correlation, causing an underestimation of the bond lengths and lattice parameters [39]. On the other hand, GGA
functionals underbid the atoms, so they overestimate the bond lengths and lattice constants. The accuracy of DFT would vary on the specific problem analyzed and the type
of approximation taken. Even though both LDA and GGA are approximations, they have
been tested in a very diverse variety of atomic systems and have been proven to have a
good level of accuracy in some of them and proven inaccurate in others (e.g. XXX). That
allows scientists a good level of confidence in the obtained results [2, 4]. The most used
kinds of GGAs nowadays are the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) kind [39].
All functionals have their advantages and disadvantages. For this reason, the work
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continues to improve them. The Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) is a clear example of
this: as a GGA functional, it satisfies only the conditions that are energetically significant,
like the linear-response limit, yielding the same results as the Perdew-Wang 1991 (PW91)
functional, which, in contrast, tries to meet as many conditions as possible [30]. The PBE
functional is more straightforward in its derivation. It drops the second-order gradient
coefficients of the exchange and correlation energies and the scaling of the exchange energy in the infinity case. On the downsides, PBE overestimates the lattice constants by
approximately 1%, which consequently affects the bulk moduli, phonon frequencies, magnetism, and ferroelectricity [31]. Furthermore, PBE sacrifices not-so-essential features, like
the second-order gradient coefficients and the non-uniform scaling of the exchange energy
in the density region [19].
GGA functionals cannot describe atomic exchange energies in solids in a very accurate
way, as this will violate the gradient expansion for slowly-varying densities. The PBE
revised version for solids (PBEsol), also a GGA functional, improves the bond lengths and
lattice parameters at equilibrium over the PBEs recovering this expansion, producing much
more accurate lattice constants [31]. However, its altered parameters also have downsides:
the predicted cohesive, dissociation, and reaction energies are poorer with PBEsol [39]. In
heavily compressed solids, PBEsol becomes exact because the exchange energy dominates
over the correlation [31].
PBEsol is significantly less accurate than PBE when calculating atomization energies:
the mean absolute error is higher by 0.89 [31]. The total energy is hence also worst with
PBEsol. It is thus necessary to be careful when preferring PBEsol over PBE, or any
other kind of functional for that matter. Recently, more approaches have continued trying to reduce the exchange-correlation error. Those include the hybrid XC functionals,
DFT+DMFT and DFT+U, named beyond-DFT methods [39].
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2.3.4

Pseudopotentials

In crystals formed by heavy atoms, the potential created by the nucleus makes the expansion
in plane waves a somewhat problematic task, as it is no longer possible to treat it as a
perturbation. To eliminate this barrier of use of the core states, the true potential can be
replaced with an effective one, i.e., a pseudopotential. This technique has the particularity
of describing the valence states while not treating the core states as necessary for electrical
conductivity or chemical bonding in what is called a frozen core approximation, in where
there is no loss of vital information by replacing the exact wave function with a pseudowave [19, 25]. Hans Hellman was the first to introduce pseudopotentials in 1935 to study
the scattering of the valence electrons from iron cores [14, 15].
Combining the core and the actual valence function (φν ) creates the not-core-orthogonal
wave function.
|φ˜ν i = |φν i +

X

αcν |φc i

(2.33)

c

where αcν = hφc |φ˜ν i =
6 0. Ec. 2.33 satisfies a modified Schrödinger equation
Ĥ |φ˜ν i = εν |φ˜ν i

(2.34)

with a pseudo-Hamiltonian
ĤP S = Ĥ +

X

(εν − εc ) |φc i hφc |

(2.35)

c

With the same eigenvalues as the actual Hamiltonian. The potential for this Hamiltonian
is what is known as a pseudopotential:
V̂P S =

Zc ˆ
I + (εν − εc ) |φc i hφc |
r

(2.36)

Generally, this pseudopotential has a form like
V̂P S =

∞ X
l
X

νPl S (r) |lmi hlm|

l=0 m=−l

=

∞
X
l=0
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νPl S (r)P̂l

(2.37)

where hr|lmi = Ylm (θ, φ) are the spherical harmonics and νP S (r) is the pseudopotential
corresponding to the angular component l. Because the projection operator P̂l selects the
different angular components of the wave function, the pseudopotential is called non-local.
They are also more computationally affordable to use. The functional (LDA or GGA) and
the pseudopotential can compensate for each other, yielding results in good agreement with
experimental data [19].
It is possible to classify pseudopotentials into two categories. Hard pseudopotentials use
a small cutoff radius for the core region, aiming for a more accurate description of the wavefunction. In contrast, the soft kind uses the least possible amount of basis functions with a
large cutoff radius. A crucial characteristic for pseudopotentials to accurately describe the
valence electrons in different molecules and ions is transferability. Missing this will make it
impossible to use them to analyze the same material in a handful of different situations [19].
For this to happen, they must be norm-conservative. To have this condition, the atomic
potential outside of the core must be equal between the pseudopotential and the actual
potential, as the wave function and the energy uniquely determine it. Moreover, the charge
must also be the same as the all-electron case, and the normalized pseudo-orbital to the
true orbital outside the core region. Together, these conditions ensure the normalization
of the pseudo-orbital is true in all atomic regions, making it capable of reproducing any
change in the wavefunctions and eigenvalues [25].
Unfortunately, there is no perfect pseudopotential for any atom. Of the existing ones,
each can, and usually is, optimized for very particular scenarios, like the case presented in
ref. [37], where different pseudopotentials produce different total energies for nonmagnetic
hcp and magnetic bcc iron.

2.4

Phonons

In quantum mechanics, the quantization of energy revolutionized the way humans understood physics. As the theory moved on, the concept of discretization extended to the
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vibrational modes of a lattice. These pseudo-particles, called phonons (in analogy to the
photon) [18], have allowed a better understanding of the behavior of materials at different
pressures and temperatures: these vibrational modes are essential for the superconductivity
and shape-memory alloys phenomena, to say just a few [29]. Phonons also play a critical
role in thermal expansion, so they are frequently employed to predict phase changes as
well.
In a one-atom crystal basis (fig 2.4), atoms can be displaced longitudinal or transversely
from their equilibrium position.

Figure 2.4: (a) Longitudinal motion of an infinite line of atoms. (b) Transversal motion.
In this simple case, the nearest-neighbor interactions are the only ones considered. The
total force on an atomic plane s from the planes s ± 1 has the form of Hooke’s law as:
Fx = C(us+1 − us ) + C(us−1 − us ),

(2.38)

where C is the force constant between nearest-neighbor planes and differs for longitudinal
and transverse waves. The equation of motion becomes
M

d2 us
= C(us+1 + us−1 − 2us ),
dt2
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(2.39)

with M the mass of an atom. The solutions are obtained with d2 us /dt2 = −ω 2 us , which
yields
− M ω 2 us = C(us+1 + us−1 − 2us ).

(2.40)

The equation produces solutions of the form:
us±1 = u exp(isKa) exp(±ika),

(2.41)

a is the space between atomic planes, and K is the wavevector. It is possible to obtain
from eq.(2.41) the dispersion relation
ω2 =

2C
(1 − cos Ka).
M

(2.42)

It is easy to show that the derivative of ω with respect to K is zero at the first Brillouin
zone (FBZ) boundary, i.e. K = ±π/a, meaning the group velocity is also zero as they are
stationary waves [38]. Thus, the only relevant results are the ones inside the FBZ. Any
other value of K outside the Brillouin zone will provide the same information: there always
exists a translating wavevector K 0 = K − 2πn/a that will move K back into the limits of
the zone. Then the displacement ratio becomes
us+1
= exp(iKa) = exp(i2πn) exp[i(Ka − 2πn)] = exp(iK 0 a).
us

(2.43)

The increasing number of equations of motion needed on a multiple-atoms basis will produce
multiple roots. For example, on a two-atom basis, two frequency relations are obtained:


1
1
2 ∼
ω = 2C
+
(optical branch);
M1 M2


(2.44)
1
C
2 ∼
2 2
ω = 2C
K a
(acoustical branch).
2 M1 + M2
If the atoms in the unit cell move in opposite directions, the frequencies form what an
optical branch, as the frequency of their motion would correspond to charged particles
excited by visible light. If instead, the atoms move in phase with each other, the branch is
called acoustic, as this kind of motion characterizes sound waves. Furthermore, they can
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be transverse (when e ⊥ q) or longitudinal (when e||q) [38]. For an n number of atoms in
a primitive cell, the dispersion relation would show 3n branches: three acoustical modes
and 3p − 3 optical modes [18]. It is customary to plot the phonon dispersion following the
high-symmetry directions of the FBZ (fig. 2.5); they usually exhibit a frequency ranging
between 10 and 30 Thz [29].

Figure 2.5: Example of phonon dispersions in a simple cubic structure.
It is also possible to experimentally obtain the dispersions using coherent inelastic neutron or X-ray scattering if the intensities of the phonons are sufficient [29].
Once a frequency equation is obtained (like Ec. 2.44), if the square (ω 2 ) is negative, then
ω becomes imaginary, resulting in an exponentially increasing motion, which makes the
structure unstable. If the frequency somehow is reduced and eventually goes to zero, the
mode is called a soft mode. This kind of mode also deforms the structure into a more
stable one. In some ferroelectric crystals, for example, at a transition temperature Tc , the
frequency of the lowest TO decreases, so the structure transforms into a new one [38].
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2.5

Anharmonicity

The harmonic approximation holds to understand frequency-bond-order relationships and
quantization. In a crystal, when the atomic vibrations are small, they are approximated as
a harmonic potential of the form
1
V (r) ≈ k(r − re )2
2

(2.45)

with k the force constant and re the equilibrium bond length. The shape of the potential
is a parabola (dark blue line in fig. 2.6).

Figure 2.6: Harmonic-Anharmonic approximation of atomic vibrations.
However, anharmonicity affects systems with large vibrational amplitudes or high temperatures. In such scenarios, the impact on the electrons is non-negligible, and electronphonon interactions are essential to the analysis [27]. Two examples where the harmonic
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approximation is not enough are overtone spectroscopy and vibrational excitations, where
the bond length changes considerably [5].
For these oscillations, the real energy curve of the particle (light blue line in fig. 2.6) will
deviate from the harmonic potential. The data for this plot was taken from the ab-initio
calculations of FeV discussed in chapter 3. In systems with higher anharmonic behavior,
the energy would behave following the Morse curve [5].
The higher the frequency of the atoms, additional oscillations with higher frequencies will
appear. They (called combination frequencies), together with the system’s resonance, increase the amplitude of the oscillatory motion with time [23] which in turn will make the
crystal unstable, disrupting the lattice. However, such systems exist where dynamically unstable phases recover their structure at finite temperature exist because of anharmonicity
[27]. Thermal expansion is also a consequence of anharmonicity studied with the quasiharmonic approximation [27].
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Chapter 3
Results and discussion
The first part of this chapter presents the computational results obtained using the Quantum Espresso (QE) suite or all the DFT simulations and the phonon dispersions calculated
with Phonopy. These heavy calculations required the usage of the Cori supercomputer of
the National Energy Research Scientific Computer Center. The second part of the chapter
analyses the data to extract the electronic level causes of the observed instability of the
FeV.

3.1
3.1.1

Results
Lattice structure optimization

Wang et al. [41] reported an equilibrium value of the lattice parameter of the FeV of 2.87
Å. To obtain a result of our own, ten different values of the unit cell length, starting from
2.75 thru 2.90 Å, with increments of 0.01 Å, were used to calculate the alloy energy with a
self-consistent calculation in QE. Finally, the equilibrium lattice parameter resulted from a
model created with the SciPy library of Python to predict the lowest energy configuration
of the system using the Birch–Murnaghan equation of state:
 2/3
 2/3
3
2 
 2/3 
9V0 B0
V0
V0
V0
0
E(V ) = E0 +
− 1 B0 +
−1 6−4
,
16
V
V
V

(3.1)

where V0 is the equilibrium volume of the system, V is the compressed (expanded) volume,
B0 is the bulk modulus, and B00 is its pressure derivative.
This procedure took with a high-density k-point mesh of 22 × 22 × 22 and a convergence
threshold for selfconsistency of 1 × 10−6 . As for the pseudopotentials, the calculations
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employed the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) full potential frozen-core projector
augmented wave (PAW) Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) type and the revised version for
solids PBEsol. The fitted curves are plotted together in Fig.3.1 with the energy normalized
for a better comparison between the pseudopotentials.

Figure 3.1:

Birch–Murnaghan equation of state fitted to PBEsol and PBe data of
the FeV

The fitted curve yielded different minimum-energy configurations: 2.84 Å for the PBEsol
calculation and 2.89 Å for the PBE. The PBE result is 0.01 Å closer to the 2.87 Å reported
by [41]. The higher value predicted by PBE is not surprising, as those pseudopotentials
are known for overestimating the lattice parameters [13]. This double-pseudopotential
approach originated because multiple PBE testing with pure bcc iron predicted the experimental equilibrium lattice parameter, while with PBEsol was underestimated just like in
FeV.
It is worth noting that it was necessary to perform PBE calculations with five more lattice
parameters than PBEsol, as the increase after 2.89 Å was not as steep as expected(or as
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the PBEsol case after 2.84 Å), affecting the fitted curve.

3.1.2

Asphericity in the FeV alloy

Breaking in degeneracies of atomic orbitals is described by crystal field theory. There are
two energetic levels obtained after the splitting of a d-orbital: the t2g and the eg . They
are significant for the BCC structure because they exhibit directional bonding. The t2g
orbital is especially interesting, as it points to the nearest neighbor, so it is possible to
use it to predict binding stability [11]. The eg , on the other hand, points to the secondnearest-neighbor. The ratio t2g /eg is named asphericity because it provides a quantitative
measure of the spherical distribution of charges of the split d -orbital. Hence, a bigger value
implies bigger structural stability because it means that there are more charges located at
the t2g . In contrast, more charges on eG would mean a smaller asphericity and thus smaller
stability. A value between 1.5 and 1.8 for the asphericity correlates with BCC structural
stability above a specific critical temperature [6].
In fig. 3.2 the ratio is plotted for the individual iron and vanadium atoms and the FeV
alloy.
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Figure 3.2: Asphericity behavior of single element and FeV alloy
The shaded region in the figure represents the bigger-than-equilibrium (non-existent)
lattice parameters of the FeV.

3.1.3

Electronic band structure

The electronic bands, obtained for the high-symmetry path of the BCC structure Γ − X −
M − Γ − R − X, are plotted in figs. 3.3 and 3.4 for PBE and figs. 3.5 and 3.6 for PBEsol.
The pressure increases as the color scale go lighter.
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Figure 3.3: Band structure for PBE, spin down

Figure 3.4: Band structure for PBE, spin up
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Figure 3.5: Band structure for PBEsol, spin down

Figure 3.6: Band structure for PBEsol, spin up
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Figure 3.7: Band structure for PBEsol, close up view

3.1.4

Electronic density of states

Just like with the asphericity, the electronic density of states (eDOS) is calculated and
separated into eg and t2g orbitals. The plotted eDOS appears in fig. 3.8. Now the increased
pressure is represented with darker colors. The first column is for the t2g orbital, the second
one for the eg , and the third for the total eDOS. The upper row corresponds to the vanadium
atom, the middle to the iron atom, and the bottom row to the total.
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Figure 3.8: Electronic Density of States
There is an increment in the electronic states at the Fermi level in the total eDOS
(fig. 3.9): from 2.4 states/eV/unit cell at 2.88 Å to 2.7 states/eV/unit cell at 2.75 Å, in
accordance with Wang et al. [41], who also observed the driven-by-pressure increment.
This translates as an increment in the electrons available for screening the motion of the
ions [7].
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Figure 3.9: Total electronic density of states at the Fermi energy
This tendency also appears in the eg iron and the t2g vanadium orbitals, which agrees
with the results obtained for the asphericity (fig. 3.2). As the occupied states in the t2g
orbital increase, the greater the asphericity ratio is for vanadium.

3.1.5

Phonon dispersions

The phonon modes obtained at the equilibrium lattice parameters of PBEsol (2.84 Å) and
PBE (2.89 Å) coincide with the shapes of the ones reported by [41] (figs. 3.10 thru 3.12).
Although the dispersions have the same number of modes, the PBEsol optical modes are
of higher frequency than the PBE-based and reported by Wang et al.
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Figure 3.10: Phonon dispersions for PBEsol, 2.84 Å

Figure 3.11: Phonon dispersions for PBE, 2.89 Å
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Figure 3.12:

Wang et al.’s phonon dispersions at ambient pressure. Image taken
from ref. [41].

Figure 3.13: Phonon dispersions for PBEsol, 2.84 Å
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Figure 3.14: Phonon dispersions for PBE, 2.89 Å

Figure 3.15:

Wang et al.’s phonon dispersions at 9.4 GPa (∼ 2.8285 Å). Image taken
from ref. [41]

The pressure of the transition is also different in the obtained results (fig. 3.16). For
PBE, a pressure of 36 GPa, (lattice parameter of 2.777 Å), and a pressure of 12 GPa
for PBEsol (lattice parameter of approximately 2.80 Å). This pressure was also calculated
with a fitted curve using the Birch-Murnaghan equation of state. A difference of 24 GPa
is certainly considerable for two pseudopotentials that are designed, in theory, to obtain
consistent results from each other. As mentioned in the previous chapter, the accuracy of
DFT is closely dependent on the chosen pseudopotential.
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Figure 3.16:

Pressure vs Volume for PBE and PBEsol pseudopotentials and Wang
et al. data

It is clear that PBEsol predicts a similar pressure of the transition to ref. [41]. An
important thing to mention about the discrepancies between the pressure of the transition
and the point of the phonon softening is that while the results calculated in this work are
with DFT, Wang et al. used density-functional perturbation theory (DFPT).

3.1.6

Fermi surface

he Fermi surfaces of the FeV using PBE and PBEsol pseudopotentials obtained are of different pressures surrounding (i.e., bigger and lower) the values at which the phonon mode
TA M5− reduces its energy to zero.
The spin-up and the spin-down figures are identical in their shape between pseudopotentials. The significant changes, however, appear in the spin-down surfaces; in it, of the six
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different bands created, only three touch the Fermi energy, that is, only those have the
necessary energy to occupy the utmost filled orbital. One displays the cylindrical features
known as jungle gym at the M-point of the Brillouin zone (the middle of the edges), another
one displays a diamond-like feature at the X-point, and there is another one that resembles
a disk (or a tortilla) in the middle.
As the cell dimensions decrease, these features display change: the jungle gym tubes increase slightly their diameter, the tortilla, which initially had a cross-like hole in the middle,
transmits this feature to the edges, changing the shape to one that resembles a Maltese
cross. The most important change is the diamond feature, which only appears after applying a certain pressure. With PBEsol, this happens at 2.84 Å and at 2.82 Å with PBE.
Thus, this change means an electronic topological transition (ETT) of the Fermi surface,
which are a knwon consequence of extreme pressure [34, 32, 10].
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Figure 3.17: Fermi surface PBE pseudopotential
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Figure 3.18: Fermi surface PBEsol pseudopotential
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3.1.7

Charge configuration

Calculating the charge density of the unit cell in 3D allowed to analyze the charge in the
different directions and its changes once the unit cell is compressed. Fig. 3.20 shows the
result of subtracting the 2.89 Å from the 2.777 Å charge in the [1 0 0] direction between
two iron atoms.

Figure 3.19:

Iron charge difference in the [1 0 0] direction between the phase transition and equilibrium volumes

The negative charges means the equilibrium charge is higher on those positions, while
the positive charge means the phase transition unit cell is more dominant. Thus come of
the electrons of the iron move into other directions.
In the [111] direction, this trend is also displayed: the charge increases in the space between
iron and vanadium atoms (fig. 3.20).
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Figure 3.20:

Charge difference in the [1 1 1] direction between the phase transition
and equilibrium volumes

In support of this, the redistribution of charge for the Vanadium in the in the second
nearest neighbor direction (fig. 3.21) increases in a clear manner.
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Figure 3.21:

3.1.8

Vanadium charge changes after compressing the unit cell to the lattice
parameter of the predicted transition

Crystal displacements at normal modes

The phase transition created by phonon softening in the PBE functional calculations was
also studied creating crystal structure displacements at the M point of the BZ. The energy
behavior of the displacements was calculated for the equilibrium and transition lattice
parameters (figs. 3.22,3.23). The amplitude of the displacements was selected as 5 and
phase factors ranging from -90◦ to 90◦ .
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Figure 3.22: Potential energy at the M point for the TA M5− mode of the FeV system.

Figure 3.23: Potential energy at the M point for the TO M5− mode of the FeV system.
For the TA M5− , the energy behavior is practically identical at the equilibrium and at
the phase transition (fig. 3.22). For TO M5− on the other hand (fig. 3.23), the difference
is notorious: at equilibrium, the energy does not increase as significantly (∼ 180 meV) as
it does at the phase transition, where the difference between max. and min. energy is of
∼ 850 meV. A fit to the curves showed the quartic behavior of the lines.
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3.2

Discussion

The size of the vanadium atom is bigger than the one of iron. Thus, as one will expect,
the lattice parameter of FeV increases in unison with the percentage of vanadium in the
system. Moreover, the required energy to raise the system temperature is lower compared
to the pure iron system [26]. The PBE equilibrium parameter (2.89 Å) does behave like
this because pure iron has a lattice parameter of 2.86 Å (0.03 Å smaller), but PBEsol does
not; instead predicts a smaller unit cell (2.84 Å). It is also noticeable that the PBE curve
is more concave in its behavior. The higher energies predicted in PBE correlate with the
electronic structure effects described next.
In the asphericity graph, the lines for iron and FeV (fig. 3.2) do not provide a great
deal of information: their behavior is, for all practical purposes, a straight line. Thus, no
considerable redistribution of charge happens at high pressures. However, although heavily
compressed, the asphericity of the vanadium atom does change, showing the possibility of
structural stability as the lattice parameter decreases.
The spin-up and spin-down show the same features in the band structure regardless of
the pseudopotential used. At the Fermi energy, the increasing pressure provokes a crossing
of this energy at the M point of the Brillouin zone, as can be seen in fig. 3.7. Although
reproduced by PBE and PBEsol, only the PBE pseudopotential predicts a real transition:
the band crosses the Fermi energy at 2.85 Å in both cases and having in mind that PBEsol
predicts the equilibrium lattice parameter to be 2.84 Å, this will happen at a non-existent
configuration, while for PBE this is within the allowed values, as the equilibrium is at 2.89
Å. This transition, which increases the number of occupied bands, might be correlated
with the softening of the phonon modes. In the particular case of FeV, the Fermi surfaces
obtained at different pressures do not show evidence of phonon softening achieved by Fermi
nesting.
As the pressure increases in the unit cell, one of the transverse acoustical phonon modes
shifts to imaginary frequencies, making the structure unstable; this softening of the TA M5−
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mode implies a phase transition as the cubic structure vanishes for the excessive atomic
motion. The results obtained here show a different behavior to the Wang et al. results:
the collapsed mode crosses the Fermi energy in the midpoint of the direction M → Γ of
the Brillouin zone, as is shown in fig. 3.15, while our results show the transition occurs at
the exact M point (figs. 3.13 and 3.14) and at higher pressures.
The reduced unit cell affects the charge density reordering the charge in the second
nearest neighbor (2NN) direction of the Vanadium atoms (fig. 3.21) into the interstitial
zone. A similar phenomenon has been reported in the COX (X=Ti, Zr, Hr) system by
Lu et al. [24] where a pressure of 40 GPa moves the atoms into the nearby interstitial
zone. Furthermore, the atomic displacements of the normal modes reveal the energy of the
crystal at the first mode stays practically equal as the FeV goes from the equilibrium to
the phase transition, which could explain why this particular mode softens and propitiate
the pressure-driven transition predicted by DFT.
Not only are the pressures predicted by the functionals different from each other, but
they are also smaller with the experimental results reported by Endo et al.[9], specially the
one of 51 GPa for FeV at 25% vanadium concentration (fig. 3.24, also purple line in fig
3.16), which is the closest concentration to our study.
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Figure 3.24:

The α →  transition pressures as a function of V content. Taken from
ref. [9]

It might seem intuitive to expect a transition at even a higher pressure for FeV at 50%
vanadium, like the one used here. However, the redistribution of charge into the 2NN
direction observed with our DFT calculations could provide the necessary changes in the
electronic structure to decrease the transition line to the pressures obtained here.
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Chapter 4
Conclusions
For the FeV alloy, the asphericity does not provide any helpful information that leads to
explaining structural stability. However it does shows an increase in the vanadium atoms
portraying a clear pressure dependence, which could help the FeV to recover structural
stability at high temperatures. Moreover, the eDOS analysis exhibits a larger number of
states at the Fermi level with the applied pressure.
The DFT results in high pressure agree with the HELD predictions of instability at the M
point, but not at the value at which the M5− mode should be imaginary. HELD predicts an
already imaginary frequency at 2.84, while DFT predicts the transition at higher pressures.
The calculations also showed a notable difference between PBE and PBEsol; not only does
the predicted equilibrium lattice parameter differs by 0.05 Å, but the driven high-pressure
phase transition is higher in PBE by the non-negligible amount of 20 GPa. The transition
occurs at 2.777 Å with PBEsol and 2.8 Å with PBE. This difference shows the effect of the
extra considerations PBEsol takes to account the exchange-correlation functional.
The electronic bands also exhibit this behavior: the pressure forces one of the unoccupied
bands to cross the Fermi level into the filled region at the M point of the high-symmetry
path. The consequence is a better screening of the motion of the ions, but only in the PBE
calculation, where it happens at a volume lower than the equilibrium.
An EET identified at 2.82 Å appears on the Fermi surface. The jungle gym features also
vary in different cell sizes. However, this does not produce the Fermi nesting theorized on
the k-vectors of the phonons, initially thought to create the transition.
The charge density showed the preferred localization of charge under pressure is in the
second nearest neighbors of vanadium, in the interstitial sites. Moreover, the atomic dis-
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placements of the normal modes of the FeV presented a minimal change in the energy of
the TA M5− mode afther pressure is applied. The lack of added steepness in the 2.777 Å
curve might be the reason of the softening in that particular mode and for the predicted
phase transition.
Lastly, the smaller pressure at which the DFT predicts a phase transition compared to the
experimental measure is believed to be possible by the new electronic structure obtained
after the pressure reconfigures the charge in the structure. The validation of the correct
pressure for the structural instability and the imaginary phonons at the M point (DFT)
or between M and Γ (DFPT) requires comparing with experimental data. An upcoming
experiment at the Argonne National Lab using diamond anvil cells will approve or dismiss
our DFT calculations.
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